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r~At 1015 hours today Harvard 11B FE327 belly-landed at Mineeing, Ontario when the engine failed to catch 
when throttle was opened during the climb away from a practice forced landing. This resulted in a "DH 
category crash. The pilot, P/0 G.F. Colborne and his student was uninjured. It is suspected that some 
icing and insufficient "clearing" of the motor during its descent resulted in the engine failing to 
respond to the throttle.

The Barrie newspaper also wrote am account of the victory of our Rugby Team, "The Hurricanes" in their 
game against the St. Thomas "Hornets", played in London. The score was 33”0. During this game F/O 
Ted Grand and F/L J.H. Brown of our Unit suffered fractured legs. - See Appendix “B"

The Aussies and New Zealanders hooked up in a return exhibition match of rugger tonight in the camp 
fottball field.

0900 hours ceiling unlimited, visibility 10 miles. Flying washed in at 0900 hours. Out at 1700 hours. 
Flying time 360125 hours. Night flying washed out.

Flying time 97lOO hours.Flying washed in at OtiOO hours, out at 1700 hours.Edenvales

A Commanding Officer's parade wqs held this morning at 0730 hours, consisting of two wings, during 
which the .0.0. .inspected Squadron 3 of No. 1 Sing. Following the inspection the Commanding Officer 
announced that Monday would be a holiday except for the essential staff, the reasons being that Monday 
is Thanksgiving and that also our "Hurricanes" will be playing "The Bombers" of Hagersville at the 
Varsity Stadium in Toronto. Arrangements are being made for the transportation of the personnel from 
No. 1 S.F.T.S. to go and cheer our team.

I

s/l A.F. McKillop (01756) visited No. 1 S.F.T.S. from No. 1 Training Command re Nav. staff visit, 
accompanied by S/L A.A. Chote (JI+O63).

F/L J.S. Mèneel (C8237) from No. 1 T.C. visited today in respect to the transfer of u/t pilots to Non
pilot trades.

0800 hours, ceiling anlimited, visibility 10 miles. Flying washed in at OtiOO hours. Out at 1700 hours. 
Flying time 338125 hours. Night flying washed out.

Edenvale* Flying washed in at 0800 hours. Out at 1700 hours. Flying time 89130 hours.

The Barrie Examiner today published an interesting account of F/L John Stanley Stillwell DFC (RAF 109035) 
who is at this station for his S.F.T.S. training on course 113. - See Appendix "A" "A",
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